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What Black scientists want from their peers and institutions
Activists call out systemic racism ingrained in science, offering tips on effective steps for allies to take.

Anne Cohen nominated as one of top coral researchers
Lead scientist behind Super Reefs Initiative highlighted in ECO Magazine shortlist.

An Arctic forecast predicts more emissions
Thawing permafrost spews more carbon into atmosphere than previously thought, says new study.

Working from home: Scott Lindell
As the pandemic constrains research help, WHOI community rallies to sort kelp.

Underwater United States
LIVE EVENT: Tim Shank and Kisha Martinez explore this unique U.S. economic zone, June 29, 1 p.m. EDT.

ST. JOHN TRADEWINDS
Lethal Coral Disease Spreads from St. Thomas to St. John

USA: Twelve Offshore Wind R&D Projects Selected for Funding

YALE CLIMATE CONNECTIONS
Michigan dam break shows how climate change strains infrastructure.

MEDIUM
ROVs: A marine robotics paragon

Where are WHOI Ships Now?
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